Executive Summary

How can a healthcare organization improve the public’s confidence in the conduct of its business operations? What can it do to ensure that it can thrive despite being the subject of public and governmental scrutiny and doubt? Healthcare providers must establish standards of conduct that are above reproach and ensure that those standards are clearly articulated and strictly adhered to.

This article describes the merits of a comprehensive ethics and compliance program, suggests five basic elements of such a program—organizational support/structure, setting standards, creating awareness, establishing a mechanism for reporting exceptions, and monitoring and auditing—and then demonstrates how those elements should be applied in several high-risk areas.
Fundamentally, an ethics and compliance program has two purposes: to ensure that all individuals in an organization observe pertinent laws and regulations in their work; and to articulate a broader set of aspirational ethical standards that are well-understood within the organization and become a practical guideline for organization members making decisions that raise ethical concerns. Every ethics and compliance program should contain certain fundamental aspects. First, the effort must have the active support of the most senior management in the organization. To instill a commitment to ethics and compliance absent a clear and outspoken commitment to such purposes by organization leaders is simply impossible. Second, an ethics and compliance program is fundamentally about organizational culture—about instilling a commitment to observe the law and, more generally, to do the right thing. Third, ethics and compliance are responsibilities of operating management (sometimes called line management). Although staff such as compliance officers are obligated to provide the necessary resources for a successful program and to design the program, such staff officers cannot achieve implementation and execution. Only operating managers can do that. Fourth, an ethics and compliance effort should be about the conduct of individuals, not about “checking the boxes” in a model plan or generating attractive written or educational materials. Such an effort is about individuals on a day-to-day basis knowing what is expected of them and doing it and about never compromising integrity, regardless of pressures faced.

A great deal of progress has been made in healthcare organizations in the development of increasingly sophisticated ethics and compliance programs. A particularly energetic focus has been placed on these programs since formal government guidance regarding compliance programs was first issued in the laboratory area about two years ago and as more sophisticated automated monitoring tools have been developed.

As ethics and compliance programs have become more sophisticated, certain best practices have been established. This discussion will set forth approaches to ethics and compliance in the context of what are believed to be illustrative best practices. Much of what is described here is descriptive of the efforts of Columbia/HCA Healthcare Corporation from October 1997 to the present; however, this article has been presented not as a mere descriptive piece but rather as a set of normative guidelines. We hope that other healthcare providers will find this to be of practical use. Provider settings pose certain unique challenges that are specifically addressed in this discussion; however, many of the issues raised can be adapted to other healthcare organizations. For simplicity’s sake, because the authors of
this article all work on a daily basis primarily with hospitals, the article is written from a hospital perspective.

OBJECTIVES

The Office of Inspector General (OIG) of the Department of Health and Human Services (DHHS) issued *Compliance Program Guidance for Hospitals* (OIG 1998b) in February 1998 (hereafter termed “the model guidance”). In the model guidance, the OIG identified its rationale for why a hospital should establish a compliance program:

> Fundamentally, compliance efforts are designed to establish a culture within a hospital that promotes prevention, detection and resolution of instances of conduct that do not conform to federal and state law, and federal, state and private payor healthcare program requirements, as well as the hospital’s ethical and business policies. In practice, the compliance program should effectively articulate and demonstrate the organization’s commitment to the compliance process. The existence of benchmarks that demonstrate implementation and achievements are essential to any effective compliance program. Eventually, a compliance program should become part of the fabric of routine hospital operations. (OIG 1998b, 2)

The model guidance is a beginning point; however, each healthcare organization must determine its objectives with respect to its particular ethics and compliance program, tailoring the program to its own needs and aims.

ELEMENTS

The model guidance articulates seven elements that a comprehensive compliance program should include:

1. The development and distribution of written standards of conduct, including policies and procedures “that promote the hospital’s commitment to compliance . . . and that address specific areas of potential fraud” (OIG 1998b, 7);
2. Designation of a chief compliance officer and other appropriate bodies;
3. Development and implementation of education and training;
4. Maintenance of a process for reporting exceptions;
5. Development of a system to respond to allegations of improper activities, accompanied by appropriate discipline;
6. Development of an audit and monitoring system; and
7. “The investigation and remediation of identified systemic problems and the development of policies addressing the nonemployment or retention of sanctioned individuals” (OIG 1998b, 5).

A healthcare organization should assess these elements and determine whether additional elements are necessary, and then determine how the elements chosen can best be accomplished within the organization’s structure. One method of organizing the elements is by identifying organizational structure/supports; setting standards; creating awareness; identifying exceptions; and monitoring program performance and auditing.

Identifying Organizational Structure and Supports

Within its particular structure, the organization should determine how to assign responsibility throughout the organization for elements of the compliance program. Figure 1 illustrates how a compliance program can be implemented through the organizational structure. At a minimum, a healthcare organization should:

1. Establish an ethics and compliance committee of its board of directors or board of trustees ("board committee");
2. Establish an ethics and compliance committee comprised of organization senior managers ("organization committee");
3. Appoint an ethics and compliance officer (ECO) ("organization ECO") who should be a senior executive with accountability to the chief executive officer (CEO) and/or board of directors;
4. Identify “responsible executives” throughout the organization who are the subject matter experts in compliance risk areas and whose responsibilities should include developing policies and procedures, developing
and delivering compliance education and training, and monitoring compliance activities; and
5. If the organization is a multihospital organization, identify local ethics and compliance officers (“local ECOs”) to oversee the implementation of the program at the local level.

Each organizational component must be given distinct objectives and clear instruction as to how to achieve them.

Committees. For instance, the board and organization committees should have charters that specify their activities and duties, and should keep minutes of their meetings. Additionally, the committees should periodically report their activities to the entity or individual to which they report, and such entities or individuals should monitor the activities of the committees and provide leadership and direction where necessary.
Organization ECO. The organization ECO should be responsible for the overall development and implementation of the ethics and compliance program and should be required to report regularly regarding the status of the program to the organization CEO and the board committee. He or she should be responsible for overseeing the work of the organization committee, responsible executives, and local ECOs, and should provide the vision and leadership for the program and be involved in the monitoring and evaluation of the program.

Responsible Executives. The responsible executives should be led and coordinated by the organization ECO. They should be required to develop detailed compliance plans for their respective areas of responsibility that, at a minimum, address the basic risks, set standards (policies and procedures), create awareness (training and education) of those standards, and establish monitoring mechanisms. To be successful, responsible executives should view the relationship with the organization ECO as an additional line of accountability.

Local ECOs. The local ECOs should be responsible for carrying out the program at the local level. At a minimum, they should establish facility ethics and compliance committees (“facility committees”) when the hospital is of sufficient size to make such a committee appropriate, develop mechanisms for distributing policies and procedures, conduct and track ethics and compliance training and education, assist in investigating and resolving exceptions that are reported to the organization’s ethics line or that are otherwise brought to the local ECO’s attention, monitor and evaluate ethics and compliance efforts at the hospital, and report to the organization ECO as to the ethics and compliance activities and issues at the hospital or other local unit of activity.

Setting Standards

A vital element of an effective ethics and compliance program is the development and dissemination of consistent ethics and compliance standards. Formal standards usually take the form of a code of conduct and policies and procedures.

Code of Conduct. To be most effective, a code of conduct should be easy to understand and must be written in a simple, straightforward style. Many codes suffer from being overly legalistic in their approach. The code must reflect an assessment of the compliance risks that have been identified in the organization. It should include, at a minimum, a statement of the organization’s
mission and values, a summary of the standards of conduct that are expected of the organization’s employees, a statement that discipline will be imposed for failure to adhere to the code, and identification of the resources available to the organization’s employees to ask questions and obtain additional information or clarification of the standards. Including some practical questions and answers is helpful. Suggested topics for a code of conduct are listed in Figure 2.

An organization that is developing a code should provide the opportunity for large segments of the organization to have input into the code. A draft could be circulated and comments incorporated where practical. That the organization’s employees feel a sense of ownership of and pride in the code is most important. The process described is intended to get “buy-in” throughout the organization and prevent the appearance that the code has been imposed by a handful of senior managers. Employees will be more likely to be committed to the code if such is the case.

Policies and Procedures. Policies and procedures should be developed in each major area of compliance risk (see Figure 3), and each healthcare organization must assess its particular needs. An organization should consider developing policies that cover all the topics raised in the model guidance (OIG 1998b). Many policies will be based on pertinent laws and regulations, though some will be at the election of the organization and reflective of its values rather than an externally imposed legal obligation. Policies should be
written in a manner that is clear and concise, thereby creating more likelihood that they will be understood and followed. Most policies should be able to stand on their own, but in some instances it may be necessary to develop implementation guidelines, checklists, or other materials to assist in further explaining and operationalizing policies and procedures. Additionally, to the extent feasible, policies should include a mechanism for testing the employees’ understanding of and adherence to them. A self-audit or monitoring tool for some policies is very helpful.

How the policies are developed will vary from organization to organization, but in any case the subject matter experts who are responsible for the given area of risk in the organization should have primary responsibility for drafting the policy and any accompanying materials, which should be circulated to affected individuals (or, for multihospital entities, to all facilities) for feedback and input. The organization committee should review the policy and determine whether to adopt it. Once adopted, the policy should be distributed or notice should be provided, letting employees know where the policy can be found. Brief explanatory material can be helpful when the policy is transmitted. If an organization has a number of policies, a short summary of each may be helpful for employees who are seeking guidance on a particular issue. Additionally, if employees are likely to access policies or related information on the organization’s intranet, the policies should be included there as well.

**Creating Awareness**

Once an organization has adopted standards, it must ensure that each standard is communicated and understood by all who are affected by the standards. The organization must determine the best methods for articulating those standards and for educating employees regarding the expectations established by the standards, realizing that one method may not address every need. If the organization’s compliance training needs are extensive, it may be helpful to develop a training architecture that identifies categories of employees and the training that each needs to receive. Figure 4 illustrates the training architecture used by Columbia/HCA. The architecture includes a learner taxonomy (the different levels of knowledge the employees will need—e.g., awareness training versus application training), the methods of delivery (e.g., in-person, video, CD-ROM, or Internet), the methods for testing employees’ learning, and the mechanism for tracking the training.
Once the needs for the training and delivery method(s) are determined, the content for a particular session must be developed. In some instances, content may already exist and may be purchased. When the healthcare organization must develop its own content, it is best to rely on subject matter experts within the organization to do so. The organization may also find that the content does exist but is not in a format that works well with the training delivery systems in place (e.g., content is in a video format but the most effective or efficient delivery method for the organization is the Internet) or that
is affordable to the organization. In some instances, the vendor may be able to convert the content to another delivery mechanism. A final consideration in developing training materials is whether any special needs should be addressed—for example, does the organization need to develop closed-captioned videos, should it print the code of conduct in Braille or have it available audibly, or do any of its materials need to be available in a second language?

Beyond formal training programs, an organization should consider other methods of communication, both internal and external, that will advance the objectives and share the accomplishments of the organization’s ethics and compliance program. Senior managers may communicate a consistent message at various opportunities, such as at regular meetings of managers and through written communications with organization staff. If an organization has an intranet system, a site that includes its code of conduct, compliance policies and procedures, and descriptions of other elements of its program could be established to ensure internal communication of the program.

Similarly, an organization with an Internet website should consider developing an ethics and compliance site that includes important program information to assist with external communication of its program. Participation in professional associations and other organizations can provide opportunities for public discussion of the organization’s program (with the added benefit of having the opportunity to learn from others in such organizations). To the extent that healthcare organizations have developed innovative or creative approaches to ethics and compliance, they fulfill an element of organizational social responsibility by making such materials available to others in healthcare, thereby promoting enhanced values and standards among all healthcare organizations.

**Identifying Exceptions**

Even the most effective compliance training program will not prevent a small number of employees from engaging in activity that does not comply with the organization’s policies and procedures or with the law. Every ethics and compliance program needs a method
for identifying and resolving this type of conduct. The need for this exception-reporting mechanism is reinforced by the OIG model guidance, which states:

*The OIG encourages the use of hotlines (including anonymous hotlines), e-mails, written memoranda, newsletters, and other forms of information exchange to maintain these open lines of communication. If the hospital establishes a hotline, the telephone number should be made readily available to all employees and independent contractors, possibly by conspicuously posting the telephone number in common work areas. Employees should be permitted to report matters on an anonymous basis. Matters reported through the hotline or other communication sources that suggest substantial violations of compliance policies, regulations or statutes should be documented and investigated promptly to determine their veracity. A log should be maintained by the compliance officer that records such calls, including the nature of any investigation and its results.* (OIG 1998b, 33)

In addition to meeting the OIG’s expectations by providing a formal method to report exceptions, other benefits result from operating a formal internal-reporting mechanism.

**The mechanism reduces the frequency of litigation.**

A formal internal-reporting mechanism provides an outlet for employee and other concerns. Some of these concerns are either remedied or addressed as part of the exception-reporting process. For those concerns that are remedied, pursuing litigation is unnecessary. For some of the concerns the explanation provided will sufficiently diminish the caller’s concerns and eliminate the need for a lawsuit. In all instances an internal method for employees to raise concerns outside the employee’s chain of supervision provides an additional alternative to litigation.

**The mechanism promotes compliance and constructive resolution of complaints.**

On occasion, supervisors take a shortcut or ignore an employee concern, possibly because they believe “nobody will ever know.” An internal-reporting mechanism serves as a check on such behavior by
providing the possibility that someone outside the supervisor’s organization might examine the issue and find the supervisor’s conduct lacking.

The mechanism improves employee morale.

Establishing a credible internal-reporting mechanism sends a strong signal to employees that the organization is committed to ethical conduct and that it values employees’ input.

Policy goals for an internal-reporting mechanism should include handling cases in a manner that protects the privacy of the caller; investigation in a timely manner by persons with a sufficient level of expertise and who are not implicated in any wrongdoing described in the initial call; and ensuring effective disciplinary or corrective action for all cases where misconduct or inappropriate activity occurred.

For an internal-reporting mechanism to be effective, employees and others must have an underlying confidence that reporters will not be subjected to retaliation if they make a good-faith report of potential misconduct. The prohibition on retaliation for good-faith reports of potential misconduct should be unequivocally stated in the organization’s code of conduct and reinforced both by management statements and vigorous investigation and enforcement of reports of retaliation. However, callers may still perceive a necessity to protect their identity prior to expressing their concern. For those callers, the reporting mechanism must provide methods to protect their identity (see Figure 5).

As a rule of thumb, cases should be assigned to an investigator who is at least two levels of supervision above the alleged wrongdoer. Some allegations of a particularly serious nature or that present particular issues would be most appropriately investigated by someone from outside the hospital or someone with specialized expertise.

If an investigation determines that misconduct or wrongdoing occurred, the appropriate corrective or disciplinary action to

---

**Figure 5. Safeguards for the Internal-Reporting Mechanism**

1. A third-party vendor receives calls via a toll-free number, which provides reassurance to individuals who are leery of speaking to an official of the organization.
2. A caller’s permission is obtained before his or her name is supplied to investigators. If the caller does not want the name forwarded, a redacted call summary is prepared and questions to the caller are routed through the internal-reporting mechanism staff.
3. Investigators are reminded of the obligation to protect the identity of the caller.
4. Internal-reporting mechanism files are secured at all times.
5. Memoranda summarizing the results of the investigations do not contain the caller’s name.
address the issue must be determined and a mechanism should exist to confirm that the corrective or disciplinary action occurred.

All of the above actions should be documented before a case is closed. As the case is closed, the caller who initiated the matter should be contacted with a summary of the results of the investigation and a brief description of the corrective action, if any. However, the internal-reporting mechanism is only one means to determine where exceptions may be occurring. An organization with a thorough ethics and compliance program will additionally focus energy and resources on monitoring and auditing to learn where additional exceptions may exist.

**Monitoring and Auditing Program Performance**

“Auditing” and “monitoring” are not the same concept. Monitoring uses the control systems, as designed and implemented by management, to direct and correct day-to-day operations. Monitoring systems should be real-time and broad in scope to facilitate appropriate management action. Auditing, in contrast, predominantly consists of retrospectively testing the established monitoring systems to ensure they are functioning as prescribed. Placing reliance upon the results of retrospective, sample-based audits is an unwarranted attempt to use the audit function as a monitoring tool.

This distinction between “monitoring” and “auditing” is consistent with that made by the Treadway Commission (1987) and within internal auditing standards (Institute of Internal Auditing 1995). Auditing should also include a periodic review and challenge of the designed monitoring systems, to ensure those systems continue to properly address the issues facing the organization. Finally, auditing should be proactive in attempting to identify new potential risks to the organization, for which monitoring systems may yet need to be developed.

**Monitoring**

Monitoring differs from organization to organization and, particularly in large organizations, may even differ within segments of the organization. The tools that will be used to measure a program’s effectiveness should be well-defined. More detail is included below in the discussions of several particular risk areas, but basically an organization must establish processes that review how policy and legal requirements are being implemented. If monitoring mechanisms can be
built directly into systems and business processes, that is the most desirable approach. The organization should consider whether appropriate automated monitoring systems are available and, if available, are affordable for the organization. If automated monitoring systems are not available or cannot be developed, the organization should consider developing manual processes to check compliance rates and implementation effectiveness. The organization should also consider who would be responsible for ensuring that appropriate corrective action is taken when the monitoring reveals exceptions. Roles and responsibilities should be clearly defined to determine the root cause of the “problem,” determine the method of correction, and communicate the appropriate standards more effectively.

Auditing

Even the best-planned monitoring processes will result in some exceptions, and thus those processes should be audited using the organization’s internal auditing staff, assuming that the organization is of sufficient size to have such a capability. Just as the organization needs to consider the nature of various compliance risks to develop its code of conduct, the internal audit function independently should consider the risks and then determine what areas of concern demand audit priority. As part of this risk analysis, the internal audit function should consider existing control structures and the effectiveness of those controls in minimizing or eliminating the potential risks. An internal auditor’s greatest contribution to an organization is identifying areas of risk exposure and helping to define appropriate corrective internal control and monitoring systems.

The federal government has provided assistance in this effort by publishing the DHHS OIG Work Plan (hereafter “work plan”), which is released each October 1 and details the government’s areas of concern and audit focus for the next fiscal year. The applicability to the organization of each work plan clause should be thoroughly evaluated by the internal audit function and input should be solicited from external auditors, executive management, and other employees whose work is involved with compliance risk areas. This evaluation should identify applicable issues and concerns, potential risks, and any existing controls and monitoring systems relating to the particular work plan elements. All employees should be encouraged to identify, on an ongoing basis, any potential compliance issues and share that information so the organization can prepare a risk evaluation as to issues raised. All available input and data elements should be used; however, the final proposal as to the nature, timing,
and extent of testing must result from the internal auditor’s exercise of independence and due professional care considering all the facts and circumstances.

All organizations must deal with the reality of limited resources, and internal audit functions are not exempt from this constraint. Generally, resources will not be available to test all risk areas and existing monitoring systems annually. Thus, the internal audit function’s work priorities must be set according to risk. This ranking or proposed audit plan, based on information from various sources, should be presented to the organization’s management, including the compliance officer, chief operating officer, and CEO or administrator. After this process, the audit committee of the board of directors or board of trustees should review the audit plan and approve it. The approved audit plan is then executed. However, the audit plan should allow some flexibility or be subject to approved modifications to permit reallocating resources for any new issues identified during the year to be of more significant risk.

Internal audit functions are most effective when viewed as “team members” or a “helpful resource” within the organization, rather than as a “management police force.” This perception can be accomplished by assuming a “customer relations posture” with the auditee. Throughout the audit process, open communications with the auditee and any other affected department(s) are required. An organization’s internal audit staff would be wise to solicit the auditee’s input during the audit engagement planning phase; explain organization policies and compliance risks; gather the concerns of the auditee; and work with the auditee to understand how any existing monitoring systems are used by management. The steps to be performed during a particular internal audit should be explained to the auditee. Periodic updates (daily, if necessary) on the progress of the audit should be provided to appropriate management personnel to communicate issues or control deficiencies, jointly consider possible corrective actions, or (in some instances) solicit management assistance for audit completion. A closing conference marks the conclusion of audit fieldwork and summarizes the work and results for management. Recommended monitoring systems or system enhancements are formally presented for management consideration at the closing conference, and exceptions necessitating rebilling or self-reporting are communicated. The auditee should be required to prepare a written action plan that addresses each audit finding—what will be done, when, and by whom.

An internal auditor’s greatest contribution to an organization is identifying areas of risk exposure and helping to define appropriate corrective internal control and monitoring systems.
This written action plan allows the internal auditor a final opportunity to ensure that the auditee understood the audit issues and will pursue appropriate corrective actions. Failure to document an appropriate course of action should be immediately addressed with the auditee and, if necessary, more senior management in that organization. Follow-up of compliance issues is critical, and written action plans can provide the basis for limited follow-up audits or, as is sometimes used, auditee management attestation statements (i.e., that the corrective actions have been implemented).

Overall summary reporting of audits and results must be communicated to executive management, including the ethics and compliance department and the audit committee of the board. The challenge in this process is summarizing diverse and often detailed information into a format that clearly depicts the status of the organization’s ethics and compliance program. Again, open and frequent communication with the report users will facilitate their understanding of the outstanding risks to the organization and the effectiveness of the compliance monitoring systems currently in place.

SPECIFIC AREAS OF COMPLIANCE FOCUS

Once an organization determines the basic structure of its ethics and compliance program, it must determine its priorities in actually establishing the program. It would be wise to determine the areas of risk and focus on those that are most important. Although priorities will vary from organization to organization, providers should consider at least the following five areas as priorities: billing, coding, Medicare cost reports, patient confidentiality, and physician relationships. Another area of compliance risk an organization should not overlook is compliance with requirements of accrediting and certifying agencies. A suggested approach to each of these areas follows.

Billing Compliance

One of the significant areas of concern is billing, particularly billing to governmental payors. The complicated rules issued by government agencies have made it imperative that healthcare providers invest a considerable amount of time, resources, and systems to ensure appropriate billing. The development, implementation, and ongoing monitoring of these compliance programs assist providers in these efforts. A healthcare organization establishing a billing compliance program should include, at a minimum, the following areas of risk:
• Laboratory and other fee schedule–based services such as radiology and therapy services;
• Excluded services such as self-administered drugs;
• Inclusive services such as services rendered within three days of an inpatient admission (“three-day window”) or bundled as indicated in Correct Coding Initiative (CCI) edits; and
• Medical necessity.

In addition to the model guidance mentioned previously, the OIG has issued model guidance for laboratories (hereafter “the model lab guidance”) (OIG 1998a). Both model guidance documents should be used as guides in the development of organization policies, procedures, and processes. By using these model plans as a design template, the areas of risk identified may be developed into organization-wide standards, and monitoring efforts may become standardized to ensure appropriate implementation.

Once risk areas have been identified, specific policies and procedures should be developed. Several topics should be considered when identifying areas for policy and procedure development.

• Outpatient specimen collection;
• Hematology procedures;
• Organ and disease panels;
• Reflex orders;
• Marketing practices;
• Unlisted procedure codes;
• Handling charges;
• Calculated laboratory tests;
• Urinalysis procedures;
• Custom profiles;
• Standing orders;
• Referred laboratory testing; and
• Anatomical and surgical pathology services.

Each area identified above has either been mentioned in the model lab guidance or has been cited as a part of ongoing governmental investigations industry-wide. Additionally, laboratory services are reimbursed on a fee-schedule basis, which requires the astute attention of the provider as it relates to the CCI edits. Services should be billed in accordance with these established guidelines to ensure appropriate bundling of services and accurate reimbursement.
Further, at a minimum, the following other areas of billing risk should be considered:

- Test orders;
- Advance beneficiary notice;
- Patient records;
- Self-administered drugs;
- Medical necessity;
- Three-day window;
- Refunding overpayments; and
- Collection of financial information in the emergency department (EMTALA).

Again, each of the above topics has either been mentioned in the model lab guidance or has been cited as a part of an ongoing governmental investigation.

In the area of billing, an oversight committee should provide strategic direction to those individuals responsible for development of policies, procedures, and processes. This strategic committee should include individuals representing functions related to cost reporting, auditing, coding, information systems, ethics and compliance, and legal to ensure all affected areas are considered during the development process. A development team should use resources such as Health Care Financing Administration (HCFA) manuals, OIG opinions, fraud alerts, and the like to draft necessary policies and procedures. Multidisciplinary teams should be used to further develop such policies to ensure the policy may be operationalized at the appropriate levels within the organization. Teams should be comprised of ancillary services, health information management, the business office, administration, the audit team, information systems, and the physician community. By using this approach, the groundwork will be laid to ensure buy-in and effective implementation of the billing compliance plan. The individuals responsible for development can be used as champions to roll out the plan and get others on board.

One of the greatest challenges in training and education is ensuring that affiliated physicians understand the organization’s policies and legal requirements, particularly regarding medical necessity and advance beneficiary notices (ABNs). Thus, an organization should consider developing materials or programs specifically for physicians, such as developing a videotape or a pamphlet that can be provided to the physicians and their office staffs explaining important requirements. For effective implementation, specific time frames must be established for adoption of policies and procedures. An audit or
monitoring process should be established to identify potential billing errors once the policies have been implemented. If resources are constrained, a self-audit process should prove practical and useful.

Finally, implementation of an effective compliance plan as it relates to billing should be viewed as a journey. You never quite reach the final destination. A continuous and ongoing effort is required to identify changes in the billing rules, monitor fraud alerts and OIG advisory opinions, and stay abreast of the ever-changing environment. Policies, procedures, and processes must be updated on a timely basis, and these changes must be communicated throughout the organization to ensure the effectiveness of the plan.

As with all other areas of compliance, an effective billing compliance plan requires a commitment expressed at the most senior management level of the organization. The standardized policies, procedures, and processes developed must be used on a continuing basis. One of the greatest concerns of any compliance program is that there will be execution or implementation shortfalls—that is, that the well-designed program will not become reality in the organization. Evidence of a successful plan is the organization’s willingness to commit the necessary resources at each step in the process—standard-setting, awareness-building, and monitoring—to ensure successful implementation of a compliance program.

**Coding Compliance**

The coding function has received significant attention in the healthcare environment during the last several years. Complete, accurate, and consistent coding has always been a core business fundamental; therefore, a balanced and effective coding compliance program must be implemented. This program must minimize risk exposure and at the same time focus on managing potential financial impact by monitoring for appropriate reimbursement. A truly successful coding compliance program strives to improve the timeliness and quality of medical record documentation and reduce variations in health information management processes including coding, thereby resulting in improved data integrity.

A comprehensive coding compliance program must include a delineation of the standards of performance. These policies and procedures guide all personnel responsible for performing, supervising, or monitoring the coding of inpatient and outpatient services. The following elements should be included in building a balanced and sound foundation for coding practices in an organization.
Commitment to Data Integrity. One of the important philosophies of an organization should be the commitment to conduct business with integrity and always to render services on a highly ethical level. An organization that has such a philosophy relative to coding practices should issue a statement of its commitment to data integrity (see Figure 6).

Coding Documentation for Inpatient and Outpatient Services. In addition to clearly stating the organization’s commitment to data integrity and compliance with the official guidelines for coding and reporting of diagnoses and procedures, an entity must define its documentation standards. Minimal documentation requirements for coding purposes should be clearly delineated. In addition, methods for clarifying ambiguous or conflicting documentation—the query process—must be addressed to ensure that the medical record documentation supports the codes assigned.

Coding References and Tools. By defining and providing access to current and comprehensive national and organization-generated resources, the organization demonstrates its commitment to empowering the coding team members to be successful. Maintaining a coding help line also affords access to coding advice that is compliant with the organization’s standards.

Coding Vendors. Providing an avenue for external coding support assists in reducing potential variations in the coding process. When outsourcing support is necessary, using certified vendors that have agreed to follow the organization standards will lead to more consistent results. Outsourcing arrangements should not base any part of the vendor’s compensation on the results of the advice provided, because this may create a bias on the part of the vendor to rationalize codes with more favorable reimbursement. The purpose of any such vendor engagement should be to ensure accurate coding.

Orientation and Training. Everyone involved in documenting in the patient medical record as well as performing, supervising, or monitoring the coding process needs to be aware of the organization’s policies and procedures related to coding. The commitment to data integrity statement should be the philosophy that guides all activities in the coding arena. An organization’s orientation and training process should include a thorough review and understanding of the commitment to data integrity and all related policies and procedures. New employees must know how to access all of the tools and resources available to support them in completion of their job duties. A review and understanding of these items should be documented and maintained in the employee’s department education file.
Continuing Education and Training. All personnel involved in the performance of coding or formalized monitoring and auditing of coding processes need to be aware of coding guidelines and coding guideline changes that affect achievement of complete, accurate, and consistent coding. Ongoing requirements for continuing education hours need to be defined to ensure that the organization is committing the time and resources necessary to keep its personnel current. Professional development hours should be recorded and maintained on file for future monitoring and auditing functions.

Documentation Improvement Plan. Recognize that coding is an outcome, and monitor the clinical pertinence of the organization’s medical record documentation. Recurring opportunities for improvement in completeness, accuracy, and timeliness should be addressed through a documentation improvement plan. Methods to improve the quality of documentation on a concurrent basis not only support information availability for ongoing quality patient care, but enhance data integrity for other concurrent and retrospective business uses.

Monitoring. In addition to prevention, the identification and correction of potential variations are important components of any program. Coding indicators should be monitored at a high level to identify potential opportunities for improvement. This monitoring can include looking at diagnostic-related group (DRG) ratios, changes in the case-mix index, changes in the complication/comorbidity...
percentage, and other volume or severity shifts. These indicators should be used as triggers to initiate record-level investigation.

Record-level monitoring activities should be conducted on an ongoing basis to ensure complete, accurate, and consistent coding. These reviews should be completed internally as well as by external entities. Monitoring activity results should be used to develop action plans for success. These corrective action plans may include additional review of the standards and policies/procedures, additional training and education, access to additional resources, documentation improvement strategies, and ongoing monitoring activities to ensure resolution of the problem(s). Finally, as discussed previously, an audit process (both by internal auditors and external auditors) should always be in place to detect any weaknesses in the comprehensive control system.

A balanced coding compliance program that focuses on complete, accurate and consistent coding will ensure that an organization is able to respond to any changes in classification systems and reimbursement formulas. An organization that embraces the philosophy of data integrity will continue to be positioned for ongoing success in the ever-changing arena in which we work.

Medicare Cost Report Compliance

The Medicare cost report process is complex and requires a provider to collect large amounts of data and to arrange this data in accordance with detailed rules as to the determination of allowable costs and the allocation of those costs. The challenge of performing all of these financial activities in an accurate fashion is an enormous one. Providers constantly struggle to meet the increasing and changing Medicare requirements as well as substantial administrative and paperwork burdens.

The tremendous challenge of properly completing a Medicare cost report requires extensive knowledge. The volumes of statutes, regulations, and guidelines, which undergo frequent change, complicate the cost report process. The cost report is based on a technical accounting process; therefore, oversight and completion requires personnel familiar not only with accounting principles and procedures, but with the complex technical Medicare rules as well. Many multihospital organizations have a centralized department responsible for the cost reporting process and for developing, overseeing, and monitoring implementation of internal policies and guidelines. Although a centralized group provides many benefits, it
also presents a challenge to keep hospital personnel up to date regarding Medicare rules and how to properly identify activities and financial or other business transactions that affect a cost report. Likewise, single-hospital organizations face the challenge of staying current with laws and regulations and appointing appropriate personnel to maintain the cost reporting process.

With respect to reimbursement claims, including Medicare cost reports, an organization’s written policies and procedures should reflect and reinforce current governmental statutes, regulations, and instructions (hereafter collectively termed “rules”). Because of the ever-changing rules concerning the Medicare cost report, issuing new compliance policies to address the treatment of certain areas or a specific item may not be feasible. Rather, an overall policy requiring compliance with all applicable rules and a process to communicate the changes to appropriate personnel should be established. Moreover, an internal reimbursement manual or guidelines applying the rules to the organization’s operations is likely to be useful.

In developing a compliance program, an organization should consider the model guidance and address basic cost report issues such as:

- Appropriate and accurate documentation that is auditable, current, and consistent for all costs and information claimed or included in the cost report;
- Identification of and appropriate treatment of costs including unallowable costs, related party costs, and indirect costs;
- Accurate and verifiable allocation statistics (i.e., statistics used to allocate overhead costs);
- Appropriate and accurate matching of revenues and expenses, for departments, payors, and in total; and
- Accurate and supportable third-party payor settlement data, including a process to use the most accurate data. Medicare requires the use of its information unless a provider can demonstrate that the provider’s information is more accurate. Providers that do not maintain accurate internal information must rely upon intermediary claim data. Fiscal intermediaries have acknowledged that their data is sometimes incorrect.

Within a multihospital organization, many people are involved in the preparation of a cost report: hospital personnel provide the
information, personnel in a centralized reimbursement department compile the cost report, and a hospital officer must certify the report. A compliance program in a multihospital organization must address all areas of the organization to minimize any risks related to a cost report. In these types of organizations, the reimbursement department should maintain a “standard workpaper package” (including instructions) to be completed by hospitals. This package should be comprehensive in content and structure to document cost report claims; should address cost report risk areas, such as documentation, classification of expenses, statistics used to allocate indirect costs, and third-party settlement data; and should include workpapers designed to identify information such as unallowable cost and related party transactions. A standard workpaper package should be viewed as a critical step in ensuring compliance with applicable rules, because it is the foundation of the claims included in the cost report.

For cost reporting purposes, an organization should consider standardizing and expanding its chart of accounts used for accounting purposes and to segregate unallowable costs and related party transactions in separate accounts. One multihospital organization has implemented a standard chart of accounts (for all hospitals to use) to minimize cost report risks and to capture costs that are subject to special treatment under the cost report rules.

An organization should consider a policy regarding adequate documentation. The length of the cost report process, the timing of intermediary audits, and the final resolution of a cost report requires that appropriate documentation be maintained for an extensive period of time. An organization must address what constitutes appropriate documentation and the length of time the records must be retained. Frequently, the retention requirements for documentation needed to substantiate a claim in the cost report are not available in the statutes or regulations. Policies should address the fact that the documentation must be auditable and verifiable.

Additionally, an organization should consider a policy addressing the review of the cost report. Standard review checklists should be used to set minimum review procedures and potential risk areas. Someone in addition to the initial cost report preparer should be responsible for reviewing the report to ensure that the report is filed in compliance with applicable regulations and is an accurate presentation of the hospital’s operations in Medicare format and that the hospital is using adequate documentation to support the cost report. For example, within a multihospital organization, reimbursement department personnel would be responsible for the technical review. After this review, the cost report package and
accompanying support should be reviewed with hospital personnel before filing.

When submitting a cost report to the fiscal intermediary, the person signing the report not only certifies that the cost report is accurate but also certifies that he or she is familiar with the laws and regulations regarding the provision of health services, and that services identified in the report were provided in compliance with such laws and regulations. This certification is a very broad statement. Considering the complexity of the Medicare rules and the frequency of changes to them, an organization should adopt a policy to ensure that the person signing the cost report understands the representations made in the report as well as all accompanying documentation and information. When the signer does not prepare the report, the policy should also address specific information and documents to be reviewed with the signer of the cost report prior to the cost report being submitted to the appropriate governmental agency. This policy should also address the process to follow in the event of a disagreement over the treatment of an issue in the cost report.

Organizations should determine if additional information should accompany the cost report when filing the report with the fiscal intermediary. A cost report “filing” also includes a provider questionnaire (HCFA Form 339) addressing changes in operations during the period; however, other pertinent information may be required that could be beneficial to the intermediary in reviewing and finalizing the cost report. The organization should develop a policy regarding disclosure in the cost report. Disclosures to be considered for inclusion in a “transmittal letter” should include:

- Changes in treatment of costs from prior year;
- New or complex transactions in current period;
- Financial statement contingent liability amount and issues; and
- Protest items claimed on the cost report for appeal purposes.

The transmittal letter should be discussed with provider personnel responsible for certifying the cost report. Although disclosure statements by a provider may reduce potential risks related to cost reports, management should also be aware that the cost report is subject to the Freedom of Information Act, and therefore certain confidential information may be released to the public as a result of those disclosures.

The Medicare rules are complex and the final adjudication of a particular cost report and of certain issues may span several years.
Providers may not agree with program policy and/or an intermediary’s past audit adjustments. The Medicare rules specify that any costs falling in these categories be included in the cost report on the protest line of the settlement worksheet. An organization should develop a policy regarding the use of the protest line of the cost report. The policy should address the requirements in the *Provider Reimbursement Manual* (HCFA Pub. 15-2). If a cost is not claimed in the cost report, a provider has little chance of ever being reimbursed for the cost. Any cost that the provider believes is reimbursable must be claimed and disclosed in the appropriate manner to have a denial of reimbursement to appeal.

A provider wishing to appeal intermediary audit adjustments must follow a defined process. However, prior to the appeal, a provider must have claimed the cost in the filed cost report to protect its appeal rights. An organization should develop guidelines to ensure that the appropriate actions and administrative steps are followed to protect appeal rights.

Ongoing training and education must be provided to all personnel involved with the Medicare cost reporting process. A variety of communications and other activities should be used to educate organization personnel about new compliance policies, risk areas, changes in rules promulgated by various governmental bodies, and any other pertinent issues.

Threshold levels of annual education and training requirements should be established and should include appropriate training opportunities both within the organization and those offered by external entities. A formal process of communicating changes in government rules should be established and should include personnel within all areas of the organization who have a responsibility for implementing or reporting such changes. Internal newsletters, frequently asked questions (FAQs), conference calls, and telecasts are all viable means to communicate information to hospitals and organization areas within a multihospital organization.

Significant changes in payment methodologies were mandated by the Balanced Budget Act of 1997. These changes potentially affect the way information is reported in all areas. An organization should establish an interdisciplinary group to address the organization’s preparation for and implementation of the changes in Medicare rules—including compliance issues. An interdisciplinary approach ensures that the organization identifies potential risk issues in all areas of the organization and appropriately establishes policies and guidelines to minimize its risk.
As is true in each risk area, compliance with Medicare cost reporting standards must be monitored. Evaluation may be accomplished with a variety of methods, depending on the organization’s structure and size. Automated monitoring (e.g., comparing one entity with national data or comparing one year’s data with a prior year’s data) is a tool to identify potential problem areas and requires timely and complete follow-up of data exceptions.

An internal audit department should implement a compliance review plan for cost reports. In an organization with a large reimbursement department, an internal peer review process can be developed to examine the department’s adherence to compliance policies. The peer review process should identify areas needing improvement, further guidance, or changes to the cost report component of the organization’s compliance program. A peer review process is particularly beneficial as it allows various elements of a large organization to learn from one another.

Finally, external entities should determine whether the organization is adhering to compliance policies designed to address Medicare statutes, regulations, and guidelines. These reviews may involve assessing the completeness and accuracy of the organization’s policies in addition to performing procedures that indicate and validate compliance with the policies by organization personnel.

Confidentiality of Patient Information

Technological advances have presented new opportunities for managing patient information within a healthcare organization and between provider entities. The ability to access patient information electronically can facilitate the timeliness and quantity of information available to provide ongoing quality patient care. Coupled with this increased access level is the responsibility to protect the patient’s right to confidentiality. A “need-to-know” approach should drive the patient information compliance program.

As organizations develop online longitudinal patient records, the standards related to the electronic collection, processing, maintenance, and storage of patient information should be clearly stated, particularly if the information is accessible from multiple locations (as is assumed for the purposes of this article). A patient information protection program should be driven by the following principles:

1. Users will collect, dispose, process, view, maintain, and store patients’ clinical and financial information in an honest, ethical, and confidential manner.
2. The collection, processing, viewing, maintenance, and storage of patient information will be done in such a manner that, at a minimum, meets all applicable federal and state laws, regulations, and accreditation standards.

3. Support must be provided to effectively maintain patient information in a confidential manner.

4. Access to patient information will be limited to individuals with a legitimate need to know to effectively perform their specific job duties and responsibilities.

5. Access will be granted through the use of an Information Security Agreement.

With these guiding principles delineated, it is important to have policies and procedures that define how these standards should be integrated into the day-to-day operations of the organization. The following items highlight key operational success factors.

**Security committee.** A security committee should be established and be responsible for providing direction and oversight of the processes that affect confidentiality and the security of patient data. The activities of the committee should include implementing, monitoring, and maintaining compliance with all of the policies and procedures.

Examples of responsibilities include but are not limited to: determining access levels necessary to carry out job responsibilities; providing guidelines for implementation of the policies and procedures; establishing procedures, guidelines, and reports to monitor compliance with the policies and procedures; and reviewing and responding to violations and trends related to access.

**Disclosure of patient data.** Disclosure and redisclosure of any patient information must be in compliance with all federal and state laws and regulations. Policies and procedures should categorize requests for access. Examples of categories include access upon admission, access for inpatient consultation, and referrals. Standards should also outline the responsibilities of the health information management department and other members of the healthcare team to ensure the receipt and validity of patient authorization.

**Protecting highly sensitive patient health information.** Special consideration should be given to the management of highly sensitive patient health information. Higher-access restrictions should be used for confidential patient classifications including behavioral health visits for the treatment of psychiatric or substance abuse conditions; employee health records; celebrities or other defined patient categories; and defined clinical test results, for example, tests for HIV.
Methods of access restriction include customizing computer menus by job responsibilities, restricting access to users based on the location of the patient in the hospital, and managing access by data sources with a need-to-know approach.

**Physicians and physician office staff access.** Organizations that have afforded physicians access to patient information in remote locations have the added responsibility of ensuring appropriate use by the physician and the physicians’ office staff. Restrictions must allow the physician and his or her agents to access only information relative to patients who are assigned to the physician or physician group.

**External entity access.** Online patient information broadens the potential entities—authorized research reviewers, continuity of care providers, and fiscal reviewers—that can access the information. The compliance program must therefore clearly define which external entities are allowed access to patient information and the requirements that must be met.

**Information security agreement.** As a condition of employment or contract, an organization must require the review, understanding, and authentication of the information security agreement. This form acknowledges an awareness of specific responsibilities related to patient information access and use.

**Enforcement and discipline.** The enforcement and discipline standard should describe the requirements for discipline when breaches of confidentiality are identified. Suggested methods for determining the severity of the breach and subsequent action should be outlined.

**Articulating standards.** The need-to-know philosophy must be embraced at all levels of the organization and be entwined in the activities of the organization. Obviously, the code of conduct is the first vehicle for clearly stating the organization’s commitment to protect the patient’s right to confidentiality. Beyond the code and any related training, however, employees with access to patient-specific information must receive further education.

**Education and awareness.** The orientation and education plan for each employee, physician, physician office staff member, vendor, or other external entity needs to include discussion of the policies and procedures; review, understanding, and authentication of the information security agreement; and application-based training for specific access and usage rights.

Awareness should also be reinforced at the time of user log-on. Messages at the beginning of the session and during computer use should reinforce the organization’s commitment to protect patient confidentiality and each user’s obligation.
The patient must also be aware of the organization’s approach to managing patient information. The conditions of admission and authorization for medical treatment should outline for patients how their information will be collected, maintained, used, and stored.

As technology solutions are installed and enhanced, training and education should be integrated into the implementation plan. Guidelines for success should be provided to give demonstrated best processes that can be applied within the organization.

**Monitoring.** Access to patient information must be continually monitored through the use of audit trails to ensure compliance with the policies and procedures. Standards for compliance monitoring should define, at a minimum, what reports should be generated. The security committee should determine the responsibility for review, sample size, and frequency of reviews. Examples of monitoring activities include a review of a sample of users to ensure there is a signed information security agreement on file; and a review of reports that identify access to patient information sorted by patient, user, or highly sensitive category.

Once these monitoring activities identify infractions, immediate attention should be focused on determining appropriate corrective and disciplinary actions. Results of the analysis should also be used to continue to refine the standards and ensure appropriate application throughout the organization. Monitoring activities should be audited both by internal auditors and external entities to ensure that appropriate controls are in place and are being effectively managed.

Balancing timely access and the patient’s right to confidentiality are major challenges for the healthcare field. A comprehensive patient information compliance program is one mechanism for responding to this business imperative.

**Physician Relationships**

The relationship between a hospital and members of its medical staff is truly symbiotic. Physicians need hospitals to provide a wide range of primary, tertiary, and quantinary healthcare services, and hospitals need physicians to bring their patients to the hospital for treatment. To merely ask a physician to refer his or her patients to a hospital is not inappropriate; however, the federal government has firmly and clearly stated that hospitals cannot pay physicians for referrals.

Numerous federal as well as state statutes and regulations govern the relationship between hospitals and physicians, but two major federal statutes focus on the “payment for referrals” aspect of the hospital-physician relationship. The Anti-Kickback Statute\(^4\) states that it is
illegal to offer or to pay (or solicit or receive) remuneration with the intent to induce (or make) referrals in exchange for that remuneration. This criminal statute carries stiff financial penalties as well as the possibility of imprisonment. The other major statute, the “Stark II” legislation, imposes civil money penalties only. Stark II fundamentally prohibits giving anything of value to someone making referrals to you absent an exception in the law or regulations. As a practical matter, Stark II places a burden on hospitals to prove affirmatively that each financial relationship with a physician fits within one of the exceptions to the general prohibition of the law. A detailed discussion of the Federal Anti-kickback Statute and the Stark II legislation is outside the scope of this article. Suffice it to say that the federal statutes and regulations are very broad and far-reaching. Thus, the appropriate compliance program must be carefully crafted, implemented, and monitored to avoid either purposefully or inadvertently failing to comply with federal requirements.

First, a hospital needs to carefully review each and every aspect of its operations to see where it may have financial relationships with physicians. This includes such obvious matters as employment of physicians, medical directorships with physicians, medical office building leases (where either the hospital is the landlord or the tenant), and the provision of services from the hospital to the physician. However, more discreet subtle arrangements may come within the purview of the law, but may not automatically be recognized as financial relationships. These areas include free parking at the hospital, provision of free food in the medical staff lounge, provision of continuing medical education seminars for free or at a discount, and entertainment.

Second, the hospital should create a committee composed of legal representatives, compliance experts, hospital administrators, and representatives from any other area affected by the policies. The committee’s goal should be to implement detailed policies setting forth the requirements of each financial relationship with the physician as well as the process that should be followed. These policy statements must comply with applicable federal statutes and regulations. Ideally, these policy statements should comport with the safe harbors within the anti-kickback statute and relevant advisory opinions issued by the OIG (as to the anti-kickback statute) and the HCFA (as to Stark II). The policies should also reflect the hospital’s business position on various issues. For example, although the hospital’s attorneys may ultimately opine that it is legally appropriate to offer a loan to a physician at fair market value interest rates, the hospital must decide as a business issue whether it wants to be in the position of being a lender.
The policies should set forth who has the authority to enter into financial relationships with physicians. Consider mandating that all financial relationships with physicians must be in writing and approved by at least one reporting level higher than the individual desiring to enter into that financial relationship, as well as by legal counsel. Also consider requiring the individual desiring to enter into the financial relationship, and his or her superior, to execute a certificate certifying that the financial relationship complies with all legal requirements as well as with the organization’s policy and was not entered into with the intent to induce referrals. Finally, these policies need to be approved by the governing body of the organization.

Once the polices have been adopted and implemented, they should be made available to all affected personnel. Education sessions should be scheduled and attended by all those individuals expected to abide by and implement the policies. The organization’s employees must understand how the process works and what it takes to have a legally compliant relationship with a physician. Another particularly effective tool in this area is to develop a checklist (see Figure 7) that administrators can use as they contemplate entering into relationships with physicians.

Figure 7.
Sample of a Portion of the Physician Relationship Checklist

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Requirements</th>
<th>Answer* (Yes or True)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Professional Service Agreements</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Are services required/needed by the facility?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Has the facility CEO documented and justified the need for the services?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Does the agreement incorporate by reference all other separate arrangements</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>with the physician?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Is a written statement of services rendered required before each payment?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Has the required facility CEO certification been obtained?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*The answer to each question or requirement must be “yes” or “true” to proceed with a professional services agreement.
After policies have been implemented, individuals have been trained, and processes are in place, the hospital should put in place a monitoring system that works for its type and size of operation. One way to monitor performance is to periodically run reports of the accounts payable and ascertain to which physicians the hospital is paying money. Then the existence of a written agreement between the hospital and that physician should be confirmed to be in compliance with the policies of the hospital, and the payment should be confirmed to be consistent with the terms of the agreement. If a written agreement does not exist or is not in compliance with the hospital’s policies, or if payments are not consistent with the terms of the written agreement, then such noncompliance must be addressed.

In addition to real-time monitoring, an organization’s policies regarding its relationships with physicians should be assessed periodically by internal auditors and external review entities.

Compliance with Accrediting and Certifying Agency Requirements

Of extreme importance to the establishment of a compliance program is adherence to standards, conditions, and regulations developed and disseminated by accreditation, certification, or licensure organizations, such as the Joint Commission on Accreditation of Healthcare Organizations (Joint Commission), the HCFA, and state licensure entities. To achieve compliance, providers must have continuous processes for receipt of new or revised requirements and dissemination of changes as well as processes to support the attainment and maintenance of accreditation, certification, and licensure.

In establishing accreditation, certification, and licensure compliance a healthcare organization should at a minimum:

1. Identify the departments and services of the facility and the voluntary or required accrediting, certification, or licensure entities applicable to each.
2. Aggregate data, information, and resources including the applicable standards, conditions of participation, or licensure regulations necessary for hospital and medical staff leadership reference.
3. Afford educational and other resources for managers to learn of their responsibilities and the actions that must be performed and documented for patient care services to
comply with the agency requirements for clinical and organizational functions.

4. Articulate and demonstrate the commitment of management to continuous compliance and preparedness for survey by any accreditation, certification, or licensure agency, including the use of any agency recommendations as priorities to the provider’s continuous quality improvement processes and mission.

Meeting the requirements of the healthcare accreditation, certification, and licensure agencies is crucial to even minimal compliance efforts; exceeding these requirements should be the goal of the entire organization.

ORGANIZATIONAL ETHICS

An effective ethics and compliance program is more than just compliance with laws, regulations, and policies. An important aspect of a successful program is the balance of compliance and ethics. Programs that seem to be focused only on legal compliance are inevitably less effective overall than programs that concentrate on organizational ethics as well. In part, such ineffectiveness results because the majority of the staff in a hospital is not involved in a direct fashion with many areas of legal compliance risk. If an ethics and compliance program is to resonate throughout the institution, it must speak to the needs, interests, and concerns of caregivers who may see a limited relevance to their work of issues such as Medicare reimbursement. An effective ethics and compliance program should balance regulatory compliance standards and education with an ethical decision-making structure that promotes the organization’s value system as to both business and clinical decisions. The program should be part of an effort to build a culture that supports not only doing what is legally required, but also what is right in the broadest sense of that word. Promoting organizational ethics requires an articulation of expectations and some formal training, but most importantly it requires the reflection of such values in the daily leadership example set by management. An organization that is committed to operating ethically should adopt a values statement and should determine its commitments to its stakeholders. Emphatic leadership statements must be made to the effect that no operating pressures are ever an acceptable
rationalization for failing to meet the ethical and compliance standards that have been set.

**CLINICAL ETHICS**

The entire area of clinical ethics, sometimes called biomedical ethics, is also critically important, but lies largely beyond the scope of this article. The value of clinical ethics committees in hospitals has long been recognized, and having an effective committee in a hospital to advise physicians on clinical ethics issues should be considered essential. Often employees in the hospital may become confused about the relationship between clinical and organizational ethics efforts, and an effort should be made to clarify the distinction. As a general rule, conducting parallel but separate organizational and clinical ethics efforts is not only appropriate, but also probably most effective. Structures to support clinical ethics have long existed, and the fact that greater weight is now put on organizational ethics is not a reason to reconfigure clinical ethics structures that are familiar to individuals and are operating well.16

**CONCLUSION**

Hospitals that devote the time, energy, and resources to implement the type of ethics and compliance program described in this article will benefit substantially from such an effort. The authors believe that such an effort will not only maximize the likelihood that complex legal rules will be observed, but will also establish an overall culture that will support the general mission of the healthcare provider. This type of program protects the organization and its members and, just as importantly, articulates aspirations of right conduct that inevitably cause individuals to be proud to be organization members.

**Notes**

1. Detailed information pertaining to Columbia/HCA’s ethics and compliance efforts, including its code of conduct and all of its compliance policies and procedures, can be found at [http://www.columbia-hca.com/ethics](http://www.columbia-hca.com/ethics).
4. Detailed information about the development of policies and procedures and other aspects of addressing these topics is included below.
5. If a healthcare organization decides to contract with a third party to answer its toll-free number, it should consider including the following in the contractual requirements: (1) The organization has the right to move the toll-free number to
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another vendor or answer it internally; (2) the outside vendor must check every name mentioned in a call against the DHHS-OIG’s listing of sanctioned individuals; and (3) the security of the vendor’s computer system that stores the call information should be at least equivalent to the security the organization provides for the data within the organization’s system. (This third requirement is best verified by an external audit of the security of the vendor’s system.)

6. Some calls cannot be investigated appropriately without revealing the identity of the caller, for example, callers who complain about their own terminations or patients who complain about the care they received or their bill. These types of callers should be informed that effective investigation requires the use of the caller’s name.

7. See, for example, Columbia/HCA’s pamphlet explaining ABNs, attached to BOS.GEN.002 (Medical Necessity) available at Columbia/HCA’s website identified in Note 1.

8. See, for example, Columbia/HCA’s self-audit tool, attached to BOS.GEN.001 (Audit and Monitoring) available at Columbia/HCA’s website identified in Note 1.

9. A cost report is a standardized Office of Management and Budget (OMB)—approved HCFA form that is prepared by or on behalf of a healthcare provider and is required to be certified by an officer of the provider detailing the activities of the provider for a specific time period, usually one year. The cost report process requires providers to gather information solely for cost reporting purposes and maintain such data for an extensive period of time. As Medicare implements other non–cost based prospective payment systems to compensate providers for services provided to Medicare beneficiaries, the importance of the cost report for current payment purposes diminishes. However, cost reports are also used to administer the Medicare program and are the basis for changes and updates to the Medicare prospective payment systems.


12. See, for example, Columbia/HCA’s Information Security Agreement, attachment to IS.AA.013 (Information Security Agreement) available at Columbia/HCA’s website identified in Note 1.

13. See Columbia/HCA’s “appropriate access” policies for a comprehensive set of this type of standard—IS.AA.001 through IS.AA.015 available at Columbia/HCA’s website identified in Note 1.


16. Although the subject of pastoral care is also beyond the scope of this article, the existence in many hospitals of professional clergy as members of the hospital staff offers a unique opportunity to use such individuals as a resource for both the organizational and clinical ethics efforts.
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